Automatically hit your TRUE target depth to increase yields.

Have peace of mind knowing you’re doing everything you can to increase yields by taking the guesswork out of down force settings with True Depth®. During no-till or conventional till planting, True Depth automatically and instantaneously adapts down force or uplift by row, ensuring you’re achieving target depth and minimizing sidewall compaction.

- Large diameter hydraulic cylinder rod is more durable in rocky field conditions and at higher planting speeds
- Overall cylinder design is rebuildable for lower cost of ownership
- Durable cast load link design with fully potted and sealed electronics are built for long term wear life
- Single valve per row allows for clean and simple operation and ease of maintenance

True Depth offers lift assist on a split row planter, making it easier to raise your push row units for storage and when switching from beans to corn. This decreases the effort required to lock-up the row units by 30%, reducing operator fatigue and adjustment time.

True Depth display
- Blue Drive planters have controls integrated into Blue Vantage displays
- Non Blue Drive planters have dedicated 7" display (no mapping)

Learn more about the TRUE. BLUE. Advantage at kinze.com.
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